How does it work?
Thanks to the immersive capability of virtual reality, you will be able to
face an environment that is true to the quotidian situations that happen
during any presentation, meeting or seminar.
During your speech, Chiara will analyze aspects that influence
communication, providing you with a personalized training and all the
techniques to improve where you need it the most through the virtual
coach.

Improve as a communicator and
convince your audience. Chiara
helps you reach the conviction level
you need...

Immersive Experience
The Chiara VR mobile app
helps you practice control of
the nerves and stage fright
that come before to any
presentation, in a very real
virtual scenario.

Personalized Coaching
Chiara analyzes in real time
the parameters of your
speech that affect fluidity,
confidence,
credibility,
engagement and influence.

Analytics
Chiara combines the most
advanced
analytics
capabilities on the market,
including
voice
decomposition
algorithms,
natural language analysis
and gaze monitoring.

Live the best immersive experience
Do you have an important presentation? Practice real speeches by
uploading your presentation to the virtual room, get to know your
audience, monitor their reactions and adapt your speech to be more
convincing.
Submerge into a virtual world whenever you want, all you need is your
mobile phone and the Chiara glasses.

Totally Personalized Coaching
Can you imagine having a communication expert coach at your
disposition? After each presentation, Chiara provides you with feedback
and tips aimed at your improvement.
Discover which areas you need to train and practice the tricks that will
allow you to shine in a presentation.

The most advanced analysis of
your communication
Thanks to artificial intelligence, Chiara eliminates subjectivity and
analyzes your communicator profile in a personalized manner.
Chiara has more than 200.000 feedback combinations and
simultaneously controls the most important oral communication
parameters: volume, intensity, intonation, pauses and silences, fillers,
clarity...

A complete training with theory and
necessary
practices
to
achieve
measurable results in a short time

Why Chiara?
Chiara is the course your enterprise needs. It has elements of
motivation and constant dynamism to achieve the student’s
engagement.
Students can execute 20 times more practices, in comparison to any
other AI in-person course.
Chiara adapts to the needs of each student and to their availability.
With Chiara, students get a one on one coach that will guide them during
the entirety of the course.

Control de nervios y respiración
o Out with the nerves
o Deep breath
o Self-confidence: take the
floor
Structure of the Presentation
Purpose and audience analysis
Objectives and content development
Presentation rehearsal
Nonverbal Communication
Nonverbal communication: the voice
Gestural Communication: It's not what you
say, it's how you say it
Nonverbal Communication: recommendations
Verbal Communication
Verbal Communication: Keys
Creating a good story and title
The power of words
Visual Contact
Functions of visual contact
Gaze distribution keys
The best feedback channel: the gaze
Influential Communication
TED level influential communication
AIDA method
Use of influential language
Connection with audience
Know your auditorium: what you need
to know
Types of audience
Connection with audience
Master Techniques
Magic in your presentation
Great presentations:Steve Job's keys
Take it with humor

It is very simple, you
only
need
a
smartphone and the VR
glasses that Chiara
includes
for
every
student

